BOOTH RENDERINGS

Contact sales@b.tc for more info

bitcoin2020conference.com/media-kit
RENDERING

Small Booth 8′x8′
View 1
(two booths shown)

1x Wave Kiosk
1x Gallagher Barstool
32″ TV
1x Foam Core 32″Wx24″H

PRINT ON MOST SURFACES

BOOTH PRICE:
$12,500
RENDERING

Small Booth 8’x8’
View 2
(two booths shown)

1x Wave Kiosk
1x Gallagher Barstool
32” TV
1x Foam Core 32”Wx24”H

PRINT ON MOST SURFACES

BOOTH PRICE:
$12,500

DISCLAIMER / NOTES
1. This schematic drawing is a representation of a proposed layout or setup only. The draftsperson or designer are not a licensed architect or engineer and can not be held liable to determine whether the design and/or drawing meet structural, safety, and/or building code requirements.
2. This schematic document and the information contained herein is confidential and proprietary and is not to be used by or disclosed to any other person(s) or parties without the express written consent of Blueprint Studios.
3. All creative design proposals, schematics, supporting photography and paperwork created for this event remain the property of Blueprint Studios. Intellectual property rights are protected for a service fee. These documents may not be used for any other purposes without the written consent and compensation to Blueprint Studios.
4. Colors can change from one screen to another.
RENDERING

Medium Booth
10’x8’
View 1

(4 booths shown)

1x 4’ Counter
2x Gallagher Barstool
1x 55” TV

PRINT ON MOST SURFACES

BOOTH PRICE:
$20,000
Medium Booth 10’x8’

(4 booths shown)

1x 4’ Counter
2x Gallagher Barstool
1x 55” TV

OPR

M

10’x8’

Disclaimer / Notes

1. This schematic drawing is a representation of a proposed layout or setup only. The schematic is a tool for the draftsperson and/or designer to better understand the project. The draftsperson and/or designer are not qualified to determine whether the design and/or drawing meet structural, safety, and/or building code requirements.

2. This schematic document and the information contained herein is confidential and proprietary and is not to be used by or disclosed to any other person(s) or parties without the express written consent of Blueprint Studios.

3. All creative design proposals, schematics, supporting photography and paperwork created for this event remain the property of Blueprint Studios. These documents may not be used for any purposes without the written consent and compensation to Blueprint Studios.

4. This image is shown as design visual reference only and minor changes are inevitable.

Colors can change from one screen to another.
RENDERING

MediumBooth
10'x8'
View 3

(4 booths shown)

1x 4’ Counter
2x Gallagher Barstool
1x 55” TV

PRINT ON MOST SURFACES

BOOTH PRICE:
$20,000
**RENDERING**

Medium Booth
10'x8'
View 4

(4 booths shown)

1x 4' Counter
2x Gallagher Barstool
1x 55" TV

**PRINT ON MOST SURFACES**

**BOOTH PRICE:**

$20,000
Large Booth
10’x20’
View 1

1x 55” TV
1x 5’ Counter
4x Gallagher Barstool
1x Spectra Sofa
2x Charging Cube
1x Matrix Coffee Table
1x Emporio Highboy

PRINT ON MOST SURFACES

BOOTH PRICE:
$40,000

Disclaimer / Notes:
1. This schematic drawing is a representation of a proposed layout or setup only. The draftsman, draftsman, or designer are not a licensed architect or engineer and are not qualified to determine whether the design and/or drafting meet structural, safety, and building code requirements.
2. This schematic document and the information contained herein is confidential and proprietary and is not to be used by or disclosed to any person(s) or parties without the express written consent of Blueprint Studios.
3. All creative design proposals, schematics, supporting photography and paperwork created for this event remain the exclusive property of Blueprint Studios. These documents may not be used for any other purpose without the written consent and compensation to Blueprint Studios.
4. Colors can change from one screen to another.

Copyright © 2020 Blueprint Studios
Large Booth
10’x20’
View 2

1x 55” TV
1x 5’ Counter
4x Gallagher Barstool
1x Spectra Sofa
2x Charging Cube
1x Matrix Coffee Table
1x Emporio Highboy

PRINT ON MOST SURFACES

BOOTH PRICE:
$40,000
Large Booth
10’x20’
View 3

1x 55” TV
1x 5’ Counter
4x GallagherBarstool
1x Spectra Sofa
2x Charging Cube
1x Matrix Coffee Table
1x Emporio Highboy

PRINT ON MOST SURFACES

BOOTH PRICE:
$40,000
Large Booth  
10’x20’  
View 4

1x 55” TV  
1x 5’ Counter  
4x Gallagher Barstool  
1x Spectra Sofa  
2x Charging Cube  
1x Matrix Coffee Table  
1x Emporio Highboy

BOOTH PRICE:  
$40,000

PRINT ON MOST SURFACES

DECLARATION / NOTES
1. This schematic drawing is a representation of a proposed layout or setup only. The draftsperson and/or designer are not a licensed architect or engineer and are not qualified to determine whether the design and/or drawing meet structural, safety, and/or building code requirements.
2. This schematic document and the information contained herein is confidential and proprietary and is not to be used by or disclosed to any other person(s) or parties without the express written consent of Blueprint Studios.
3. All creative design proposals, schematics, supporting photography and paperwork created for this event remain the exclusive property of Blueprint Studios. These documents may not be used for any other purposes unless written consent and compensation to Blueprint Studios is obtained.
4. This image is shown as design visual reference only and minor changes are inevitable. Colors can change from screen to screen. Small changes can be made to the design.
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PRINTING SETUP

SMALL BOOTH:
BOARD: 32"W x 24"H

MEDIUM BOOTH:
A: 39.05"W x 95.2"H
B: 102.5"W x 117.2"H

LARGE BOOTH:
C: 117.2"W x 95.2"H
D: 234.4"W x 117.2"H
E: 12.2"W x 95.2"H

DISCLAIMER / NOTES:
1. This schematic drawing is a representation of a proposed layout or setup only. The draft person and/or designer are not licensed architect or engineer and are not qualified to determine whether the design and drawing meet structural, safety, and/or building code requirements.
2. This schematic document and the information contained herein is confidential and proprietary and is not to be used by your disclosed to any other persons (or parties) without the written consent of Blueprint Studios.
3. All creative design proposals, schematics, supporting photography and paperwork created for this event remain the intellectual property of Blueprint Studios. Intellectual property may be purchased for a service fee. These documents may not be used for any other purposes without the written consent and compensation to Blueprint Studios.

IMPORTANT! Send questions & files to: kristi.drenth@btcmedia.org .PDF
Contact sales@b.tc to order your booth

Contact kristi.drenth@btcmedia.org with booth art files